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Comment on the Peripheral Antarctic-water
Discharge'
Arnold L. Gordon
L amont Geological Observatory of
Columbia University, Palisades, N.

r.

N o doubt the peripheral di scharge around Antarctica tends to establish a
westward coastal fl. ow and may slow the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
significantly, as suggested by Barcilon (1966, 1967). It should be noted that
this effect would have strong seasonal variations. Virtually all of the discharge
is accomplished from midsummer to late summer. Therefore, it is expected
that the phenomena described by Barcilon would be effecti ve only during the
Antarctic summer months. In addition, another seasonal effect exists: the
variation in the meridional density structure in the Antarctic surface water
due to the alternate formati on and melting of the pack-ice cover (melting from
O ctober to M arch, freezing during other months). The yearly fluctuat ion in
the pack ice amounts to approximately 2.3 x 10 1 9cm3 (Munk 1966). The
associated surface-layer density (at) variations are from a low of 27.0 in summer to 2 7 .4 in winter. In winter the density increases toward the continent,
while in summer it decreases. Th erefore, a seasonal coastal current should be
established, with a westward fl. ow occurring during the summer, that is, in
concert with the peripheral discharge influence.
F rom the above considerations, one would expect that the A ntarctic Circumpolar Current possesses a summer minimum in its volu me transport.
This is not the case. Rece nt estimates of the volume transport thro ugh the
D rake Passage (G ordon 1967) indicate that the maximum transport is fo und
du ring the summer. It is probable that other factors are more signi fica nt than
either the phenomena discussed by Barcilon or the seasonal fluctuation in the
ice cover di scussed above .
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